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Willpower, perseverance, discipline, motivation, self-regulation and self-control are often used in 
similar and sometimes slightly different ways by different people. I will consider all these as near-
synonyms in the following context: 
 
 
 
Although reality isn’t this linear I will consider willpower to be “we have a plan, we know damn well 
what we should do… so why don’t we?”. I intend to write an article on setting goals and on planning 
in the future (where we will cover the remaining 18 laws of the 48). So here we assume you feel 
passionate about a goal and have a good planning. If this is not the case you might want to consider 
reading the articles on goals and planning instead. 
 
1. Aren’t you feeling passionate about your goal even when well rested and relaxed, read about 
finding/setting goals. You don’t have even a vague plan read about planning/time-management. 
 
This article is intended as an easy-access summary of tips from different sources on willpower. These 
sources are included at the end. I did append some of my personal experiences. Many of the laws 
will not be applicable to you or your situation, so do test this for yourself. In order to refer to 
different types of situations I will distinguish three types of willpower-challenges: 
 

A shorter willpower challenge which can repeat but does so infrequently. For 
example, going for a run, telling your boss “no” or asking your lover on a (first) date.  
 
Longer willpower challenges which can stretch over weeks and take a lot of time. 
For example, a project for work, an examination period or intensively training for a 
marathon. 

 
Willpower challenges aimed at resisting something encountered frequently, often 
beating an addiction. For example, stop smoking, checking facebook less, dieting. 
 

All laws are clustered in 5 themes to preserve some structure. 
 

  

Emotion Goal Planning Action Willpower 

The sprint 

I won’t 

The grind 
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Guilt  
Although still a partially open question, guilt seems more of a bad thing than a good thing. On one 
hand guilt can be useful in a sprint-challenge where there is only a single timespan in which you 
could have done it, because they up the ante for next time. On the other hand, in grind challenges 
guilt will reduce enjoyment, reduce self-image, which will lead to less efficient resting of willpower 
and will hamper your performance later on. In I won’t challenges they can lead to what is sometimes 
called the ‘what-the-hell-effect’ where the resulting feeling of guilt because of smoking a single 
cigarette leads them to conclude they failed to quit smoking and might as well take another 
cigarette [1]. 
 
2. See every day as a brand new day. You failed yesterday? What does that have to do with today? 
You might be tempted to compensate today by working extra hard, but this will only increase the 
probability of you failing again today. Better to realize that you can’t change yesterday, accept it, 
learn from it, and realize that all you can do today is focusing on today. Like every day.  
3. Apply snow-balling [2]. Many people recommend start with the worst or hardest task. This can be 
good advice except that it might result in you not making it through the first task/goal. On the other 
hand, if you start with something small, you will feel energized once it is done, and might make you 
more motivated to tackle the next task. So failure can lead you into a negative cycle, succeeding can 
lead you into a positive cycle and therefore you might want to start small. 
4. Avoid micro-avoidance. Managing your willpower shares some similarities with managing a class 
in high school in that students don’t start yelling at the beginning of a class or beginning of the year. 
This takes some time to build. They start by whispering and, if you don’t stop them, they’ll 
continuously become more loud, first talking and increasing all the way to total mayhem. Willpower 
failure is the same, you usually don’t start by not doing your willpower challenge. More common is 
you start by avoiding small things, small excuses to cut corners or delaying small tasks to ‘a more 
appropriate time’ (called micro-avoidance [3] and sometimes called edging [4]). Actively avoiding 
this micro-avoidance helps some people to avoid macro-avoidance .  In fact it can feel liberating to 
actively do the small things right and signal to yourself that you control willpower and not the other 
way around. (There is a 150.000 people reddit to something related to this: [5]) 
5. Realize that you’re only dead if you don’t get up after you’re beaten down. Failure is actually an 
indication of you challenging yourself, so failure is not the opposite of success, it is part of success 
[6]. It is really easy to become  hard on yourself for failure, it is much harder to keep taking it easy. 
So don’t punish yourself but let the “you not being a step closer to your goal” be the punishment. 
Pick yourself up and realize that the black belt has failed more often than the white belt has tried. 
6. De-emotionalize the voice in your head. As many others do, you might also have this little voice 
in your head and in some form use it to communicate to yourself with words. A little narrator who is 
a voice-over of your life.  This voice is semi-automatic as, like breathing, it can operate without effort 
but can be directed as well. Because it is on the doorstep of subconscious and consciousness it can 
be used to change your subconsciousness. So forcing this voice to make more factual and use less 
evocative language can be a way to reduce your tendency to feel inappropriate amounts of guilt. So 
reframe: “wow, I suck at this” as “wow, I seem to suck at this, for now” or “FUCK” as “mmm, 
interesting”.  
 

Self-knowledge 
I think it is useful to think of willpower as a sport. So you can train it, your muscles can get tired [7] 
and as your technique improves the required power from muscles reduces. But there are a couple of 
differences. First of all, muscles hurt after too much use, overstretched willpower is harder to notice. 
Second, there are no willpower trainers who can easily see what you are doing and correct you if 
you are wrong. Third, it is much harder to determine what kind of willpower challenge you are 
facing, as opposed to it usually being easy to figure out what kind of sport you are doing. So, in order 
to master willpower technique we need self-knowledge. 
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7. Find out what works for you: reflect and experiment. Since there are many different techniques, 
persons and situations for willpower and they are hard to distinguish you’ll need to find out what 
works for. Looking online you’ll see that people ascribe certain near-mythical powers to certain 
techniques [8] and they are probably right, for them. Experiment, reflect and find your own near-
mythical technique. 
8. Frequently wonder how your willpower is doing. Muscles start to hurt with too much use and 
you can give a rough estimate of how much longer they’ll last, and how much rest they’ll need. 
Having a similar ability for willpower is just as useful (if not more so). A way to develop this is to 
frequently wonder how your willpower is doing, and watch your own actions to help with this. This is 
especially useful in grind and I won’t challenges as in these you’ll carefully need to balance your 
willpower. (In sprint challenges you have to give it all you’ve got anyway so it is less important.) 
9. Work your willpower muscle 30% in grinding challenges. In grinding willpower challenges which 
do not also include a high creative-intelligence challenge (yes: doing tasks you have a lot of 
experience in, anything super boring  no: studying, starting a new project,  planning) it is often better 
to make long hours of steady work than normal hours of hard work. This is because working 10% 
harder requires a lot more effort (and involves more guilt when it isn’t working) whereas working 
10% longer is usually relatively easy. In order to be able to make long hours, finding a sweet spot on 
the amount of willpower to expend is helpful. Although you’ll need to find what works for you I have 
found these guidelines work for me.  

i. it feels like 30%, so it feels like I’m taking it easy (walking, not running, or sauntering) 
ii. I should feel like I could keep this up indefinitely  
iii. when I finished for the day I should feel like I could have kept going  
iv. I shouldn’t feel like taking breaks within an hour,  
v. I should not be lazy,  
vi. I shall expend just enough energy to keep me from being distracted.  

So, in grinding challenge.  If you don’t have the energy to run: walk. You’ll get further from a day 
walking than 4 hours of running, and you’ll feel better  tomorrow. 
10. Find your excuses. If you really want it, you’ll find a way, if you don’t you’ll find an excuse [9]. 
Excuses are often the little crack in your wall of willpower that makes you first doubt and then fail. A 
way many people successfully deal with this is by adopting a general ‘fuck excuses’-mentality. So 
successful in fact that this nearly merits its own law. The problem with this mentality is that 
occasionally excuses are actually good reasons, and not being able to distinguish the two can lead to 
injury, overtraining, burn-out or just unhappily beating yourself up for god only knows what reason 
(we probably all know a friend belonging to any of these). In order to distinguish excuse from good 
reason you can simple observe all your excuses and determine if they are valid afterwards [10]. 
You’ll probably notice (just like I did) that there are only very few excuses your subconscious will 
come up with. My list:  

i. Perfectionism: “I cannot really concentrate right now, if I do it some other time I will do 
it better”. 

ii. Happiness: “Wow, this makes me really unhappy. It just isn’t worth the unhappiness. It 
will make me happier if I stop.” 

iii. Something urgent: “I forget to put the wash out to dry! I need to do that now otherwise 
it will stink”. 

iv. Out of willpower: “I really cannot continue now. I’m just out of willpower”. 
Although sometimes the first three of these are valid, knowing these can be excuses allows me to 
think more clearly about them and ignore them. If you want to practice this you can go and meditate 
for 30 minutes right now (most boring activity ever!) and see what your mind comes up with. Good 
luck! 
11. Measure the cost of not acting and the benefit of acting. In case of a I won’t challenge, excuses 
can also hide in incomplete information. By measuring the time you spend on facebook, the number 
of calories you eat, cigarettes you smoke, you bring excuses into the light and dispel the dark corners 
of your mind where the they hide. I recommend not  judging yourself based on this number because 
this will only lead to guilt and also make you less likely to measure next time. I recommend not 
exaggerating your measurements because in times of challenge you’ll find yourself using the excuse 
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that it is an exaggeration. In case of grinding challenges measuring your benefit of action might work 
for you. Grinding challenges sometimes make you feel like you’re not getting anywhere. In that case 
it really helps to know how much you did (even it is only a little). Measuring your impact makes you 
feel more useful which can be considered the opposite of guilt. 
12. Stare your negative emotions in the eye. You’re probably familiar with the experiment where 
you are not supposed to think about the pink polar bear. The harder you try not to, the worse you’ll 
do. Suppressing emotions often has the opposite effect (sometimes called ironic rebound)[11]. I 
think the following  metaphor is really accurate. From a ‘get rid of addiction’ reddit page [12] 

 I think of it as the urge to [sin] is an annoying kid trying really hard to get you to do two 
things: 1, pay attention to the urge and then 2, act on it. The first part may not be under your 
control, but the second part is. So when this annoying AF kid screams and screams and says 
"LOOK AT ME!!!", if you ignore him he'll just scream louder and louder, but if you instead 
stare him right in the eyeball and say "Ok, i'm looking at you. now what do you have to 
say?", the first thing is that the urge isn't so loud and annoying anymore. and since the rest of 
the cycle depends on you actually looking away from that urge to pay attention to the task of 
executing the action, if you just never look away from that urge, that's as far as it'll go. And 
the urge will stand there like a dumbass and when you ask "Ok, now what do you have to 
say?" it'll just hem and haw and sit right the fuck back down. 

So embrace your emotions, control your actions. 
13. Ask yourself: do I really need to put willpower in this? Sometimes using willpower to force 
yourself to do something will only result in another part of you pushing back. I used to be strict in 
how much movies/series/games I watched/played (often even using a timer). If I didn’t I would 
spend way too much time on either of those. Recently I stopped doing this and I noticed, as 
expected, that I first played way too much for a week, but after that I just got bored and got back to 
reading a book. This is what I wanted in the first place, but now it doesn’t take me willpower 
anymore. This trick will certainly not work for everything and will therefore require self-knowledge 
(or willingness to experiment) to implement correctly. 
 

Rest 
A solid rest at the end of the day (or in the weekend) helps your willpower recover. 
 
14. Reward yourself. Having a plan of what you’ll do when in your rest period gives you something 
to look forward during the day. You might even consider ‘storing’ specific fun things for a time when 
you’re busy and low on willpower (I always only read Harry Potter during examination periods). 
15. Avoid brooding on serious grinds. Although semi-consciously thinking about your willpower 
challenges at hand can work on shorter, more creative grind challenges, it will not benefit you on 
true grinds. Although it is tempting to think about your predicament day and night, it will sap your 
willpower. A thing which I would always avoid is what I call micro-reflection: frequently pondering 
if/how what you’re doing fits in the larger scheme of your plan. It takes time away from action and 
rest. I recommend reevaluating your bigger plans at most once a day. 
16. Even at rest remain at 3% willpower. We all know better and worse ways of resting (yes: 
outside, friends, books, only music, sports, hobbies, meditating, any low intensity simple chore no: 
facebook, watching too much tv). This will require a sliver of willpower. So don’t believe your 
subconscious telling you that 0% willpower is the best way to recover. 
17. Engage in a cool down before rest. Just after you finish your plans and start your rest your 
willpower might be at a low point. The temptation to do some form of inefficient rest might 
therefore be highest, and starting with inefficient rest will immediately set the tone for the rest of 
the rest. So after you finish with a task, you might consider experimenting with taking a couple of 
minutes to, for example, be satisfied with the job you did, eat, reflect and/or plan ahead. This can be 
applied in a wide varieties of circumstances. For example, when coming home from school you 
might start by doing homework for as little as 10 minutes and thereby lower the barrier for resuming 
later that day. 
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Zest 
Some people don’t like sports because it just hurts. Other people don’t even notice the hurt, or even 
thrive because of the hurt. This is both a consequence and a cause of these people being going in 
sports.  Willpower challenges are the same, they often hurt in one way or another, but this doesn’t 
mean they have to make you unhappy. A positive, energetic approach is something which can be 
gained over time. The goal is to have your subconscious play positive thoughts like background 
music to a movie and to give meaning and energy to your task at hand. These laws might work for 
you. 
 
18. Keep your eyes on the prize [13]. During your task keep in mind where you are doing it for. 
Some people believe [14] something seemingly opposite: they say that imagining you’ve already 
achieved something fakes your brain into believing you’ve already achieved it thereby reducing the 
need to actually achieve it. Test it both, but I think keeping your eyes on the prize is much better 
(and/or they don’t necessary exclude) 
19. Practice self-affirmation. Self-affirmation theory states that reflecting on your personal values 
has a variety of positive benefits, one of which is additional willpower [15]. Doing this for 5 minutes 
might be a good way to get your willpower on track. A question you could ask yourself is: what are 
my best personality traits? (or pick 3 from this great list: [16]). 
20. Keep your passion alive by connecting with your goal on an emotional level. Grind challenges 
slowly erode your passion/motivation. Keeping your eyes on the prize will slow this down, but you 
might still notice that you remember your prize, but that the prize has lost its shine. In order to avoid 
you can take some time every day to restore your emotional connection to your goal. Taking 5 
minutes a day to think about, feel, experience, see your goal (depending on what is possible for your 
goal) will make your day easier. Looking at a picture, specific music etc. 
21. In order to do epic, you need to be able to think epic and do mundane. If your goal feels 
mundane, it can be hard to muster a lot of energy to achieve it, so your goal should feel special 
(epic?). But on the road to your epic goal you will likely be confronted with the mundaneness of the 
road as achieving something special usually involves a lot of small not-so-special tasks. So while your 
goal should feel special, you should be prepared to put in a lot of hours doing something simple 
(boring?). 
22. Use music to pull you through the hardest moments. As way to give you energy in your darkest 
hours :P for many people music works really well. I do believe that music has only finite power as 
you get used to it, and should therefore be used sparingly. For grind challenge you might want to 
listen to music only at the end of the day, or only during breaks.   
23. Look back at what you’ve already done [17]. If you feel deflated and like your goal is out of your 
reach, looking back at how far you’ve come can put things into perspective. 
24. Turn a grind into a sprint by focusing on the finite nature of your task. Although finding 
meaning and joy in your task at hands are preferable… sometimes these are hard to find for your 
task. Especially in those cases, but also just any time the end of your grind is in sight focusing on the 
impending end can help. A research even found that high school students in their last year who were 
given a task which made them reflect on them leaving high school even made them enjoy their last 
year more. This law can be extended by another realization: if you are trying to pick up a habit, every 
time you succeed doing that something, the habit comes closer, even if you’ll fail tomorrow. If you 
go running today you’ve permanently reduced the barrier to going running (it will even make it 
easier a year from now), so just make sure you’ll make it today, tomorrow is a brand new day. 
25. Never neglect the basics: sleep, food, exercise, friends, health. This should be obvious and 
cannot be neglected. But when in a grind one might be tempted to take shortcuts on any (or all) of 
these, but don’t! Being busy all day will leave you much more hungry than your body might let you 
know and skipping on any of these can quickly reduce your performance, make you unhappy and 
associate this unhappiness with this task making it even harder next time. There exists an interesting 
ted talk where [18] argues that having a good social life might be the most important predictor of 
success in I won’t challenges. 
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Planning-related 
Although there will be a separate article on planning for optimal willpower, there are a couple of 
laws which are on the border between planning and general willpower tips. These will be included 
here to keep the planning article more focused on time-management. 
 
26. Create your own Ulysses contract for sprint challenges. [11] Ulysses wants to hear the sirens, 
but any man who hears the sirens will jump overboard to their death out of pure longing. To solve 
this he beforehand asks his crew (who wear earplugs) to tie him to the main mast and never untie 
him, no matter what happens. You can do something similar for your challenge. Often ways can be 
found during non-tempted-times to add extra incentive/restrictions to your times of temptation. It 
might take some creativity to find something suitable for your challenge but it might be well worth 
it. For example, you can give your friend 100 euro and ask him to do whatever with it if you fail and 
only give it back if you completed your mission (do make sure you actually give him the money 
beforehand… it makes everything more visible and work better).  
27. Modify your surroundings. Whether studying in the library, having a distraction-free room, or 
not buying snacks (instead of avoid eating them), paying attention to your surroundings can help you 
in a variety of different willpower challenges. For example, there exist browser plugins to disable 
certain websites (or one which removes your news feed from facebook) or you could just turn off 
your internet completely (just pull the cable ). 
28. Turn ‘now or later’ into ‘now or never’. Why is it always easier to work just before a deadline 
instead of just after receiving the assignment? Probably this is partly due to the fact that, just before 
a deadline it is ‘now or never’ and at other times it is ‘now or later’. So the ability to postpone makes 
your willpower challenge harder. You can use this by planning a ‘no-work-zone’: no matter what 
happens, you will not work in the ‘no-work-zone’. For example you can say you will not work any day 
after 7pm. Most likely, the first time your seriousness will be tested and you will not be finished by 
7pm (because you started too late?) and not working will cause you to suffer short-term 
consequences. If you manage to keep to your no-work-zone intact you will start sooner next time 
(you’ve basically moved the deadline ahead). If you fail to keep your no-work-zone intact… well… 
you’re trading short term profit for long term loss. 
29. Avoid perfectionism. Perfectionism can be a good thing, but when it results in you putting 
enormous amounts of effort into everything and/or never being satisfied it will make starting any 
task daunting as the reward/effort ratio will be low. A way to set limits on your perfectionism is by 
setting a time limit and then just stop and accept whatever the result. Realizing the importance of 
stopping might help, as well as remembering that:  it is better to do 10 things good, than to do 1 
thing perfect. 
30. Cross train to obtain positive experiences. If you can read past the drowning rats and dogs 
getting electric shocks, the theory on learned helplessness and learned industriousness is really 
interesting [19] [20]. They show that animals who have experienced firsthand what willpower can 
(or cannot) do show a significant increase (or decrease) in willpower. This might also help for you. In 
law 3 and 4 we’ve seen that succeeding in small tasks can help you increase your willpower in a 
larger task. But you succeeding in a willpower challenge with obvious results (marathon?) might 
make it easier for you to keep your willpower in a challenge where results are less tangible 
(research? self-development?).  
 

The end 
Did I miss something? Any feedback? Let me know! feedback@elivian.nl. You want to read more? I 
recommend reading [11]. 
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Sources 

I was too lazy to find all the sources (this isn’t a thesis! ) so sometimes I just include pointers, it 
shouldn’t be hard to find the page/article/talk/book you are looking for. 
 
[1] What the hell effect: Polivy and Herman, goo.gl/QBQqJb. 
[2] The Hero Handbook - Nate Green 
[3] Sixty years of challenge, book 1 
[4] reddit.com/r/NoFap 
[5] reddit.com/r/howtonotgiveafuck specific post: redd.it/17xgk3 
[6] Arianna Huffington 
[7] Baumeister, R. F., & Tierney, J. (2011). Willpower: Rediscovering the greatest human strength. 

Penguin. I feel like in his book Baumeister relies on a relatively small number of articles (and 
many by himself). (at least partly because there isn’t a lot of research on this). It is a very good 
summary of all those articles so. 

[8] reddit.com/r/GetMotivated/ 
[9] Jim Rohn 
[10] markmanson.net, I don’t remember the specific article 
[11] McGonigal, K. (2011). The willpower instinct: How self-control works, why it matters, and what 

you can do to get more of it, page 211. Penguin. Great book (especially second half).  
[12] reddit.com/r/pornfree/ Google doesn’t give me the exact post :/ (who would have thought?) 
[13] TED - Emily Balcetis: Why some people find exercise harder than others 
[14] TED - Derek Sivers: Keep your goals to yourself 
[15] A good place to start is the wikipedia entries of self-affirmation. 
[16] www.viacharacter.org/www/Portals/0/Classification%202014.pdf or search for via character 

strengths list. 
[17] Grant, A. M., & Sandberg, S. (2016). Originals: how non-conformists move the world. Viking. Not 

the original source, but a very likable book anyway.  
[18] TED - Johann Hari: Everything you think you know about addiction is wrong. 
[19] Look at the wikipedia pages on learned-helplessness and learned-indoustriousness (the first is 

more interesting). 
[20] Although there are many sources saying Curt Paul Richter did the experiments with rats, they all 

seem to copy-paste eachother and I couldn’t find any mention of the original research online. 
Let me know if you know where to find it. 

 


